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1 ABSTRACT 

 

Our objective for this project was to plan, design, and execute an exhibitor’s booth 

representing the WPI IMGD program at the Penny Arcade Expo East 2017. We researched 

experiences of the past two PAX project groups, extensively collaborated with WPI’s Marketing 

department to design and create content for the booth, and selected student games to showcase. 

Our goals to brand WPI and WPI IMGD at the event was overall a success.  
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2 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

The Penny Arcade Expo East is one of the largest gaming conventions on the East Coast. 

It is attended by people of all ages, primarily young adults. Gaming companies both large and 

small attend this event to exhibit their latest games and technology. Universities and colleges 

attend to exhibit their game development programs. Amongst this group is WPI, who for the past 

four years and counting have been promoting the IMGD program by showcasing student games. 

This year our IQP team collaborated with Marketing on building a professional booth that would 

strengthen WPI’s brand and presence amongst attendees. It is the first time a PAX IQP group has 

extensively collaborated with Marketing and there was a lot of focus on how we wanted the 

booth to look and feel when going through a number of design iterations. The collaboration and 

resources we have received from Marketing has positively impacted the success of our booth, 

attracting more prospective students, getting more attention from potential employers and 

business partner, as well as strengthening relationships with attending alumni.  
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3 INTRODUCTION 

  

Every year since 2013, WPI has hosted a booth at the Penny Arcade Expo East (PAX East). 

Like the groups that preceded us, the purpose of our project was to put together and host this 

booth. To understand the purpose behind the booth, you first must understand what PAX East is. 

PAX East is a gaming convention held every year in Boston, MA. At this convention there are a 

staggering number of games, game companies, schools, and people interested in looking at any 

and all of these things. As such, this is an excellent location to display WPI’s Interactive Media 

and Game Development (IMGD) program. The school’s booth is manned by its own students 

and faculty and features games made by the students for various school projects or just for their 

own betterment. In addition, it contains several pieces of information about the school should 

anyone be interested in learning more.  

 As with the previous years’ booths, our booth was created with certain goals in mind: 

1 Raise awareness of WPI’s IMGD program - Given the large amount of people at the 

event, having a booth present will advertise the program and the school to anyone who 

stops or passes by. As one of the top 20 schools for game development, it would not 

reflect well on the school if we didn’t have a presence at events like this. Seeing our 

school there gives off the impression that we are professional and have a good program. 

Upon coming to get a more casual look at an institution like this, and being impressed 

with what they find here, they will leave the booth with a positive feeling towards our 

school and major. 

2 Attract students to WPI’s IMGD program - A large number of high school students 

are always present at PAX, often with parents eager to find them a good college to get 
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into. The combination of that with the interests that brought them to the event in the first 

place means they are likely to consider applying to WPI for the program. 

3 Attract potential employers and create networking opportunities - Most of the booths 

at PAX are run by game developers and likewise, potential future employers. Having 

their games on display at our booth allows students to demonstrate their skills to these 

other developers and allows them the opportunity to start forming networks with them. 

These networks will help these students pursue a career in the industry once they 

graduate. 

This year, however, we also discovered another important effect that should be thought of as 

an objective going forward: 

4 Establishing and maintaining relationships with WPI alumni - We found that there is 

a large amount of school alumni of both that are at PAX. There was a mix of IMGD and 

non-IMGD, of varying graduation years. Some who stopped by graduated even before 

IMGD became a program. They would frequently come by the booth to see old 

professors, see the new generation of students, or just hang out for a while. Others were 

just happy to see their alma mater at a gaming convention. This turned out to be great for 

both the students manning the booth since they got to meet these alumni and share school 

stories, and the alumni, as they were able to continue their relationship with the school. 

 

While this goal is notably harder to quantify than the other three in terms of success, it is still 

an important part of what the booth does and shouldn’t go unseen.  

 To these ends, our team was tasked with constructing a booth that reflected how we 

wanted the school and the major we all shared to be seen and populate it with games, students, 
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and faculty that would impress anyone who came to visit. An important task as it was, we used 

several resources to get it as right as possible. These included the papers written by groups from 

previous years, our faculty advisors and their knowledge of how what went right or wrong 

previous years, the WPI Marketing Department and their expertise with regards to putting the 

school on display, as well as various outside organizations in order to acquire handouts and 

promotional material for the booth. We also spent much of our own time testing out different 

layouts for the 10x20 foot booth to see what looked and felt the best.  

 In this paper, you will find our success, our failures, and the process we took in creating 

our booth along with our experiences running the booth during the event. You will also find our 

critiques of what we did and what we think, if done differently, could have led to a better booth. 

Additionally, background information about the school, the IMGD program, and PAX East will 

be provided which we thought were important to the understanding of our project. 
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4 LITERATURE REVIEW 

4.1 THE 2015 PAX IQP GROUP 

 The first paper we reviewed was the 2015 PAX IQP group’s paper. This group conducted 

interviews as part of their preparation that was written about. The interview with Cian Rice, one 

of the organizers for the first WPI PAX booth, provided useful information such as ordering a 

larger power box to support all of the computers needed for the games, ensuring the booth is 

attractive, and making sure buttons given out can be reused in the future if they aren’t all taken at 

PAX. The interview with Kelly Wallick, an organizer of the Indie Megabooth, gave useful 

insights on good design techniques for the booth, including suggestions about what games to 

include and proper utilization of floor space. Most importantly, Kelly talked about what amount 

of content would be good for which booth sizes, saying that if the booth is too big without 

enough content it would feel empty, but if it had too much content it wouldn’t seem inviting to 

attendees. This was important for us to consider given that we were going to be having a smaller 

booth than this year’s team. Looking back, it would have been beneficial to conduct some 

interviews of our own with members of previous years’ PAX IQP groups. It could have provided 

us with some very valuable information from students who went through the experience of our 

IQP.  

 In addition to the interviews, the 2015 group’s paper gave several useful tips at the end 

for future years, several of which we took and used to improve our own booth. These pieces of 

advice included bringing a vacuum to help with cleanup, not having red and white shirts so as 

not to be confused with PAX enforcers, ordering significantly more buttons than we thought we 

would need, and avoiding tabletop games if we don’t have a way to make them approachable. 
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This last piece of advice was important when we were trying to figure out our booth layout since 

space would have to be sacrificed for any kind of tabletop game. Seeing that it wasn’t a huge 

success with the 2015 group’s booth made the decision to not include any much easier. 

4.2 THE 2016 PAX IQP GROUP 

 One of the immediate takeaways from this paper was noting that a smaller booth could 

still be successful. Due to their success, we were easily able to make the decision to avoid the 

larger booth of the 2015 group and save some of our budget. Their booth layout was an 

inspiration for several early designs for our own booth, most of which involved positioning the 

tables into a ‘U’ shape. While the final layout didn’t end up using that shape, it did evolve from 

it and kept the info table at the center with games offset to either side.  

 We also made use of the 2016 group’s Twitter giveaway idea. Much like they did, 

throughout the event, we sent hourly tweets from the WPI_IMGD Twitter account, however, 

ours took the form of trivia questions with free giveaways as a reward for the person that came 

by the booth with the right answer. Some of our team’s members had thorough knowledge of the 

social media outlet and as such, were able to avoid some of the mistakes mentioned in the 2016 

group’s paper.  

 Finally, like the previous year’s group, this group had several useful tips for future booth 

teams that we were able to take. For starters, as suggested, we brought information with us about 

WPI’s summer opportunities to hand out to interested parties. Next, we made sure games were 

labeled through title screens and cardboard standups. Business cards were also on display that 

contained information about each of the teams connected to the games. We attempted to use our 

mobile game with people who were waiting in line like suggested, however it usually didn’t tend 

to work out. Usually it failed to be advertised that the game could be played on mobile and the 
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phone provided by the team for play was often thought to be left behind by previous booth 

visitors. Finally, we made sure to have the school name and IMGD directly on the front of the 

shirt with our newly created logo so that everyone who saw it would know immediately what 

school we represented.  
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5 BACKGROUND 

5.1 ABOUT WPI 

 Established in 1865 by Ichabod Washburn, Worcester Polytechnic Institute (WPI) 

provides its students with an education that is firmly grounded in the balance of Theory and 

Practice. Its flexible, project-based curriculum is taught throughout 14 different academic 

departments, housing over 50 undergraduate and graduate programs. WPI has over 40 project 

centers throughout 6 different continents, offering many multi-cultural research opportunities for 

its students. 

5.2 ABOUT IMGD 

The Interactive Media and Game Development (IMGD) Major is a course of study 

through which WPI students can learn the ins and outs of creating interactive experiences. 

Previously, students had to decide whether to pursue a Bachelor of Science in the technical 

aspects of interactive design or the artistic aspects. However, starting this coming fall, students 

will be able to choose between a Bachelor of Science, covering the technical aspects, or a newly 

implemented Bachelor of Arts, which covers various concentrations such as Digital Art, Design, 

Audio, and Technical Art. 

5.3 ABOUT PAX AND PAX EAST 

 The Penny Arcade Expo (PAX) began in 2004 when the creators of the Penny Arcade 

web comic decided to hold a convention about all things related to video games. The original 

convention was located in Bellevue, Washington and had about 4,500 attendants. The show has 
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continued to grow exponentially and spread both nationally and internationally, with such events 

as PAX North, PAX South, and PAX Australia. 

PAX East first occurred in Boston, Massachusetts in 2010 at the Hynes Convention 

Center. It was attended by 52,290 people that year and due to the size of the audience, they had 

to move it to the Boston Convention and Exhibition Center the following year. (Sliwinski) Ever 

since then, PAX East has gotten more and more attendees each and every year. In 2011, figures 

went up by 17,000 attendees. (Jenkins) After the PAX events of 2009, an analysis was run by 

Mike Krahulik that concluded that, based on the previous information gathered from PAX 

attendees, if an event were to be held on the east coast, it would likely far exceed the number of 

attendees of any previous PAX event. This is proven to be true even today, as the Boston and 

Seattle events are among the largest gaming conventions in the United States.(“PAX East - 

Boston, MA March 10-12, 2017”) 

 

Figure 3.1: Overhead image taken at PAX East 2017 

https://paperpile.com/c/vouLUU/6WCk
https://paperpile.com/c/vouLUU/6WCk
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6 PREPARING FOR THE EVENT 

6.1 DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THIS YEAR AND PREVIOUS YEARS 

 A number of things were different this year from previous years that had a sizeable 

impact on what we were able to accomplish. The most notable one was that the Marketing 

department had a large part in our design process and invested a lot of their own money into 

getting things for our booth. Marketing was able to create a layout for our booth’s backdrop 

using images we sent to them and paid for its creation. This backdrop will now be available for 

all future years’ PAX IQP teams to use as it was made with reuse in mind. They also covered 

costs of its transport as well as screen rentals for the event, itself.  

Another major difference of this year from the previous PAX IQPs was that we, with the 

help of Marketing, determined we did not need to purchase a $2,250 full page advertisement for 

the PAX East program because it was decided that it didn’t provide enough attention to the 

school to make up for the cost. The result of this, along with the costs that Marketing covered, 

was that we had a lot of extra money in our budget despite being initially given the same amount 

of money as 2016’s PAX East group.  

The extra money in our budget allowed us to pursue some extra means of making our 

booth stand out, which initially included some ideas we weren’t able to achieve due to time 

constraints such as a middle-high school outreach program. Eventually we decided on using 

some of these extra funds on cardboard VRs for a unique giveaway at the booth as well as aiding 

our volunteers by covering the (notably pricey) cost of parking at the event. Extra T-shirts were 

also purchased for an additional giveaway as people are always looking to walk away from 
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events like PAX with free clothes and a limited edition WPI t-shirt would be great for anyone 

who plans to or already does attend the school. 

 In addition to financial differences, the composition of our IQP team was different this 

year as well. The 2016 group was composed entirely of students of a non-IMGD major with at 

least one of their members working for the school’s Admissions department. The result was a 

group that wanted to focus on selling the school and promoting people to join which fell in line 

with Marketing’s overall goals for the booth and its presence at the event. Our group, however, 

was composed entirely of students that were part of the IMGD major and, as a result, steered our 

booth towards promoting the major and showing off what students of it could produce which 

resulted in Marketing often trying to steer us towards selling WPI instead. Maintaining this 

balance of goals was part of the reason we were able to allow Marketing more input in our IQP 

this year. While both outcomes are perfectly acceptable and admirable, they each had a different 

feel to the booths visitors in terms of priority. 

 The final major difference between our booth and those of previous years is our choice in 

games. It was pretty straightforward for the most part, including one grad-student project and 

two MQPs, however our fourth game was quite a deviation from the norm. The final game in our 

booth was one made during a Game Jam, which is an event in which students work to make a 

game over the course of a weekend along the lines of a theme told to them at the start of the 

event. While primarily chosen because it fell within the guidelines we used to pick games to 

display, it also had the great effect of demonstrating the concept of a Game Jam to people who 

visited the booth and showing the type of activities that students of our major undertook in their 

free time at the school. 
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6.2 INTERACTIONS OUTSIDE OF THE IQP TEAM 

6.2.1 Marketing 

 Throughout the entire booth designing process, a representative from our team, Erik 

Cerini, kept in close contact with Jillian Ferguson and Dianne Vanacore of WPI’s marketing 

team. Their main role on the project was to assist the team by way of ideas, finance, and design 

experience so that we could make our vision for the PAX East booth come to life.  

Marketing came up with many ideas to help us elevate our booth and push the ideas of 

WPI and IMGD onto potential students at the convention. The first of these ideas was the WPI 

PAX East website, which can be found at http://wpi.edu/+paxeast, which was supposed to act as 

a landing page for WPI at PAX East. It held information about the IMGD program as well as 

blurbs about some of our alumni and their recent successes. The website sadly did not get pushed 

as much as it could have, and many people that stopped by our booth did not even know that it 

existed. None of the literature, the banner, or the giveaway items had the URL. The issue was 

that we did not weave the website within the design processes, and as such the team forgot to 

consider the website as a core component. As a result it also lacked the potential to show content 

on what our booth was going to have and what to expect from WPI at PAX East. If the webpage 

continues to exist in future years, we recommend future teams to think about how the 

components you are planning could be shown on the website, and how they could be actively 

promoted through social media throughout the months leading up to PAX East. 

Another great idea that Marketing brought to our attention was the use of trading cards as 

collateral. The cards’ layout was designed by Kelly Zhang and featured images collected by the 

team to promote certain professors and programs that WPI offers IMGD students, such as the 

Japan MQP and our Grad Program. Unfortunately, since we spent a lot of time waiting for 

http://wpi.edu/+paxeast
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external parties to send us high quality images to use on the cards, we wound up not being able 

to send them over to Marketing until about two weeks before PAX. As a result, we were unable 

to use the cards. Our timeline for this process is further detailed in Section 4.3.5.6. 

 

 

Figure 4.1: The front and back of the card detailing the Japan Project Center.  

Front-side Art by Sienna McDowell. 

See Appendix C for more Trading Card Designs. 

 

 The marketing team also provided a hefty amount of support financially. The major 

monetary investments that our team was facing at the beginning of the project were: 

● The ad that we typically buy in the PAX East program. 

● The backdrop for our booth. 

● Table and screen rentals. 
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After working with us to determine that we did not need to purchase the Ad, Marketing offered 

to pick up the costs for the backdrop and the rentals, dramatically increasing the amount of 

money we had to make the booth a success. In addition to this, Marketing also covered the costs 

of shipping the booth’s backdrop to and from the event.  

 Marketing’s final piece of assistance was with regards to the design of the booth and the 

backdrop. Since their team has had a lot of experience with trade shows, they were a great help 

in helping us pick a booth design that accentuated an open and welcoming environment, while 

still including most of the major elements that we wanted to include. They also provided a steady 

dialogue with us regarding the design and construction of the backdrop. 

 

Figure 4.2: The first draft of the backdrop design 

 

 We had a couple of issues with regards to their first draft of the backdrop, mostly with 

regards to the layout of the panels. We were afraid that with the placement of the text blocks, it 

may become difficult for convention-goers to see any of the information on the backdrop. We 

were also displeased with a couple of the images that they had chosen to display, specifically the 

image from “The Piper” in the middle of the leftmost column. Marketing took this feedback and 

used it to produce the final backdrop design. 
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Figure 4.3: The backdrop final design 

 

 The final backdrop design was significantly better than the first draft, mainly since all of 

the text was brought up higher, making it much more legible. There were still a couple of aspects 

we were not entirely happy with, however, given the tight deadline required for us to get the 

backdrop by the time of the convention, we had to accept the changes and send it off to the 

manufacturing company. 

6.2.2 Admissions 

 When training our volunteers, we found ourselves unsure as to what exactly we needed to 

do in order to prepare them to talk about the school. Through reading papers from previous 

years, we learned that the WPI Admissions department played some role in helping the other 

groups prepare their volunteers. With this in mind, we contacted Admissions asking for advice in 

the matter. They were very compliant and informed us that there were a set of prospective 

student talks coming up and that we should attend them to get a sense of how WPI represents 
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itself to the public. We found these very helpful for us at the very least and the volunteers that 

attended them seemed more prepared to talk about the school. You can find the schedule for 

these talks here: https://wpi.edu.185r.net/Event/page2.php?e=3. 

 The other thing that Admissions helped a lot with was supplying collateral for the booth. 

They were able to provide us with a large selection of pamphlets regarding Undergraduate 

Admissions and Summer Programs. These pamphlets essentially flew off the table and we 

actually ran out of some of them at one point. For future years, we recommend talking to 

Admissions and Marketing several weeks before the event in order to determine how much 

collateral you will be getting for the booth. The most important thing to make sure that you have 

enough of are the Interest Forms, or “Leads,” which prospective students can fill out to get on 

mailing lists and show their interest in WPI. We ran out of these by the end of Saturday and 

Kelly had to scan and print out several more, which were gone by Sunday afternoon.  

6.2.3 Past Volunteers 

Our team also attempted to engage with volunteers from the previous year on their 

thoughts and opinions of the volunteer process in the form of a survey. Out of the nine volunteers 

this survey was sent out to, one responded. Despite the low sample count, the written feedback 

provided was very useful and was taken into consideration by the team during pre-production. 

Their suggestion was for the PAX team to purchase headphones for games instead of the 

volunteers providing it themselves. Due to a lot of attendees wearing and misusing the 

headphones, it resulted in the expensive pair to break. As a result, we decided to add into our 

budget a couple of cheap yet comfortable headphones for teams to use when they are showcasing 

their games. 

https://wpi.edu.185r.net/Event/page2.php?e=3
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6.2.4 Alumni 

Our goal with reaching out to IMGD alumni was twofold: to showcase their success after 

graduating from WPI to prospective students as well as strengthening relations between alumni, 

WPI, and the IMGD program. Our advisor formulated a list of alumni who are currently working 

in the games industry and initiated contact with them over social media to see if they would be 

willing to talk to us. After receiving confirmation, we then emailed them asking if we could 

feature them on the WPI PAX website. Following that, we asked what they currently do, how 

WPI helped them get there, and a portrait photo of them. The three alumni we contacted were 

Mary Yovina, Elliot Borenstein, Elliot Brodzki. Out of these three, only Mary responded and 

provided us with information about herself. This information was then given to Marketing to put 

up on the WPI PAX website.  

 Around February, through personal networks, we went around asking acquainted alumni 

if anyone will be exhibiting at PAX East, or will be there as a panelist. Several responded and we 

utilized this information for social media and publicity during PAX as shown in the Daily Herd 

article about PAX East. (Racicot) Alumni Francesca Carletto-Leon and Ichiro Lambe were on a 

panel on game pitches alongside with MassDiGI, a Massachusetts games incubator, and other 

Massachusetts-based studios. Francesca was also on another panel on Life After Graduation with 

another alumnus Ken Gagne. Another alumnus Cian Rice was part of an evening panel on 

performing improvisational game pitches. In addition to panel events, some of the alumni above 

were also on the show floor exhibiting their games such as Contigo Games (3 IMGD Alumni) 

and Fire Hose Games (1 IMGD Alumni). Ultimately, this strengthened WPI’s presence at PAX 

through also showcasing the alumni there. 

https://paperpile.com/c/vouLUU/J6mt
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6.3 DESIGN 

6.3.1 Booth Design 

 Before starting the design process, we had to know our constraints. In 2015, the WPI 

booth was a 30 feet by 10 feet space at the cost of $4,800. In 2016, the space was 20 feet by 10 

feet at $3,400 due to a sizeable budget cut of $2,000 that year. Given our own budget concerns 

and the success of the previous year’s booth despite the reduced size, we too decided to go with a 

20 feet by 10 feet booth. 

 Another constraint was what equipment and furniture we could afford to rent out, since 

we had a limited budget. Previous years were also responsible for bringing rental equipment to 

the venue, so we had to consider car & truck space also. 

Following that, we spent time looking into different kinds of PAX East booths, including 

but not limited to previous iterations of the WPI booth. This allowed us to gauge how we wanted 

the booth to look and feel for attendees walking by. We were able to decide on what our design 

goal was, and we also could determine what was considered a high profile and professional 

booth compared to other academic institutions showcasing at PAX. Traits that we found 

favorable in a PAX booth were the following: 

 

● Visible from far away 

● Welcoming 

● Open 

● Uniform 
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 Each member of the team was then tasked to design a booth based on these constraints 

which resulted several layouts that we could combine and improve on (see Appendix A for 

designs). The “U-style” layout often appeared due to how it leaves an open space for attendees to 

easily enter.  

During the middle of the design process, Marketing joined us and were willing to 

financially assist us in renting and delivering equipment for the booth, which positively affected 

what we were able to add to our booth. They also offered to purchase a graphic backdrop with 

monitor stands that could be reused for future years. With this added to our list of constraints, the 

team went back a second time to redesign the booth layout. To make sure the layouts were 

realistic, we went to Riley Commons and taped down a 20 feet by 10 feet area.  

 

 

 

Figure 4.4 Taped down layout in Riley Commons with a 6ft table and chair.  
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 There were a couple of caveats to this layout. First, the chair at the VR table is likely to 

not be pushed into the table when in use, minimizing the space of the player at the left-hand 

monitor display. We also obtained the dimensions of the backdrop Marketing was purchasing. 

We learned that the monitor stands from the backdrop could not be adjustable, and that they were 

flush to the far ends of the booth. We also learned that the depth of the backdrop was two feet 

instead of one feet. Given these new dimensions, our constraints have changed again and we had 

to rearrange the layout once more. 
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The final two designs we came up with were the following: 

 

Figure 4.5: Final Design A: Backdrop with two 3 feet cocktail tables, and one 2.5 feet table. 

 

 

Figure 4.6: Final Design B: Backdrop with two 2.5 feet tables, one 6 feet table, and two chairs. 
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We then went back to Riley Commons with the new layouts as shown: 

 

Figure 4.7: Final Design A: Trash cans were used to simulate tables 

 

Figure 4.8: Final Design B: Erik and Matt posed to show how much room would be taken up by 

players 
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It was useful for team members to get a physical sense of the amount of space we had to 

work with. It’s recommended to act out what attendees would be doing at the booth to get an 

idea on how they would feel in the booth. Things we found apparent when doing this exercise 

was how much space the backdrop actually took, and the distance players needed between their 

eyes and the monitors. When running this exercise, if you are uncomfortable when seated or 

standing at a game, then it will not be comfortable to PAX attendees. We spent around three to 

four hours total setting up dimensions, running the exercises, and evaluating the look and feel. 

Each booth layout took about forty-five minutes to an hour. These three to four hours however 

were split over two days with several weeks in between, making the booth design process longer 

than we were anticipating. The hardest part was to find an available time in which Riley 

Commons was not booked. B Term is a popular term for Greek Organizations on campus to be 

booking this space for events so make sure to check 25Live early and often. Alternative locations 

include Alden Hall or the Odeum, but like Riley Commons, they are also difficult to book. We 

recommend utilizing open spaces with nearby event furniture such as foldup tables and chairs on 

campus. 

Setting up a physical space was very useful, but it was difficult to visualize the outcome 

with lack of equipment. Professor Sutter recommended making a digital mockup. Using Final 

Design A, Kelly mocked up a digital 3D view using Blender to create basic 3D models, and 

Unity as our game engine to run the mockup simulation. Adding human characters and setting 

them to scale with the environment also allowed us to see how much space our layout allowed 

for attendees to move around and how well the booth looked when walking up to it. Overall, this 

took about a day to put together. It was useful for us to see how the booth will approximately 

turn out. It was also very useful for Marketing to visualize how well the backdrop design worked 
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alongside the furniture and equipment. We found that in the first draft of the backdrop design, 

the text panels on the lower half of the design were obscured by the tables. This was not apparent 

looking at the design itself but less so when put together with the 3D view. 

  

Figure 4.9: Final Design A mockup created in Unity and exported onto a website. Human 

models used here are from the Unity Asset Store. 
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Figure 4.10: Final layout of the booth at PAX 

 In the image above, the final layout of the booth seems much smaller than what was 

shown in the virtual mockup. In the virtual mockup, we had anticipated our tables to be one 6 

feet by 2.5 feet, and two 3 feet by 3 feet. What we ended up getting from the booth rental 

services at PAX were two 4 feet by 2.5 feet and one 6 feet by 2.5 feet. Due to the change, we had 

to pull out the 6-foot table to be able to fit in the 4 feet tables while still having space for the 

standing game stations. This resulted in an outwards “U” shape with the tables, reducing the 

amount of space attendees had to walk around in the booth. Despite this, some attendees ended 

up approaching the 6-foot table as the initial point of contact if there weren’t any volunteers 

greeting from the outer ends of the booth. It helped that the WPI themed tablecloth distinguished 

it as the place to receive information. From there, volunteers were able to pitch WPI and the 

displayed games. We recommend having a shorter-length table that could serve a similar purpose 

as the 6-foot table did this year. 
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6.3.2 Giveaway Items 

 Free stuff is usually a staple at conventions and conferences. They are a way to indirectly 

promote your brand or product. In our case, it’s WPI and IMGD. In previous years, the two items 

that have been given away were t-shirts and buttons and they have been proven rather successful 

giveaway items. As such, they were added to this year’s giveaway items. We also wanted to add 

another item in, just to change things up. Looking at what other exhibitors have been giving 

away previously, other popular items have been bags, food, and pens. Some have also had 

custom designed cardboard VR headsets. We decided to take the risk on the cardboard VR, as 

they tie closely with one of the many things you can learn about as an IMGD student at WPI. 

 After deciding upon t-shirts, buttons, and cardboard VRs as our giveaway items, we went 

forward in looking at potential vendors. When searching for vendors, we looked for the 

following in their services: price, time, and quality. Some vendors required us to send an email in 

for a quote. As we were getting the prices, a comparison chart was being populated. (See 

Appendix M) There will be a budget analysis on the giveaway items under the section Changes 

to the Budget. 

6.3.3 Theme and Logo 

 IQP Teams in previous years had “Art + Tech = Games” as the IMGD motto, 

emphasizing the program’s tech and art tracks. While this motto was well received, some 

members of the team felt that there is so much more to IMGD than just art and tech. We wanted 

a motto that incorporated parts of the program that weren’t highlighted, such as writing, design, 

and audio. We initially drew inspiration from a t-shirt design from the 2016 Boston Festival of 

Indie Games Talks. On the shirt, there were images that highlighted all aspects of gaming from 

tabletop to digital. We also wanted the theme to sell the new Bachelors of Science/Bachelors of 
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Art program IMGD was undergoing. Since the change was not finalized at the time of discussing 

the theme, we decided against it for this year. Eventually, we ended up back with “Art + Tech = 

Games” knowing that it worked in past years. In future iterations, we definitely recommend 

teams to look back on this motto, now that the IMGD curriculum has changed.  

 In parallel with deciding the motto, we were also brainstorming ideas on what this year’s 

logo should look like. Much like the booth design process, we figured out what our constraints 

were and what traits we wanted our logo to have. We wanted something that could fit both on a 

t-shirt and a button. We also needed our colors to use our school colors, but design it in a way 

that it wouldn’t conflict with the PAX colors. (Porell, Taylor)  

Previous years had a controller with some combination of art and tech meshed into the 

design. While these were good designs, we wanted to try something new. The previous designs 

were general to game development. If other academic institutions used these designs they would 

have worked just as well using their school colors. We wanted to have something that would be 

unique to WPI and WPI IMGD. By adding the school mascot, Gompei, into our constraints, we 

could then narrow our design to be specific and unique to WPI. 

 It was also around this time where the team was considering outsourcing art from IMGD 

students and alumni. Dillon DeSimone, an IMGD alumnus who graduated 2016, offered to help 

us in designing a logo. Given the constraints, Dillon provided us with his initial design: 
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Figure 4.11: Logo used for the WPI Athletics. Half original, half wireframe.  

When showing this design to our advisers and Marketing, the responses were overall 

negative. The wireframe part of the goat looked like Spiderman to some, and others thought it 

was too intimidating. Given the feedback, we drafted another sketch: 

 

Figure 4.12: A revised sketch of the T-shirt design after the initial proposal. 
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It was also around this time where we realized that Dillon had other freelance work in his 

schedule, making it difficult for him to put time into our project for us for free. Additionally, 

despite our many efforts in asking students for art to showcase, there was a lack of responses. 

We concluded that they were too busy with classes and work to be able to provide us with free 

labor. This is something to be very wary of when asking for materials from artists, even at the 

student level. (Estrada) 

As a result, using the extra money we had in our budget, we set aside $50 to pay our artist 

for the logo he was making for us. Doing this shows the artist your appreciation for their work 

and in turn they will respect your deadlines more so than if they were not getting paid. 

During the middle of the process, Marketing offered us a free t-shirt design. The offer 

was highly appreciated but declined because we had already commissioned a design from Dillon, 

meaning that the past several weeks would have been wasted had we accepted Marketing’s offer. 

This additional time added to the design process was not something we could afford. 

 

Figure 4.13: Final Logo Design 
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Overall, the logo design process took two months to complete. Originally, we had 

anticipated that the process would last at most a month. We started Early-December and the 

design was finalized Early-February. We were pushing for approval so that we could place the 

order for giveaway items and have them arrive the week before PAX. Due to outsourcing the art, 

most of the time was spent on making multiple passes through the IQP team, advisers, 

Marketing, then back to the artist. Despite that however, the quality of the logo ended up very 

polished and well received. During PAX, alumni were excited to see a remixed design of 

Gompei. By early Sunday afternoon, we had completely given away all of our buttons. In 

hindsight, the extra time we took was worthwhile. If future groups wish to commission art, they 

must account additional time and money for the artist they are commissioning from. If this is 

unable to happen, the IQP team should then be responsible for creating the design. 

6.3.4 Blue Sky Ideas 

6.3.4.1 PAX Booth in the Campus Center 

 One of the earliest things we planned on doing was setting up a test run of our booth in 

the Campus Center for a day. The idea was that it would be good practice for both learning how 

to set up and take down the booth, as well as running it and interacting with visitors. It also 

would have potentially alerted us to any technical difficulties that we ran into during the event, 

such as the fact that the IMGD Lab PCs needed to be on the network in order to allow us to log 

into them. Unfortunately, we slowly came to the realization as the event grew closer that we 

wouldn’t be able to actually go through with this plan. It was very hard for us to find a time 

when all of our volunteers were free even for an hour to meet with them, let alone several hours 

throughout a day for this idea. On top of this, the backdrop and supplies for the booth came much 

later than expected and didn’t give us much time to implement this plan. 
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6.3.4.2 CT Gamer Con 

 At one point in the early stages of the planning of the booth, the IMGD department 

approached our advisors and suggested that we represent the program at a new convention in 

Connecticut. The convention was supposed to be a gaming focused spinoff of the popular comic 

book convention, TERRIFICON. There were several foreseeable problems with this from the 

start, the most prominent of which being budget allocation. Since the bulk of our project was 

supposed to be focused on creating the PAX East booth, we were afraid to commit resources to a 

new event with questionable profit.  

The other major issue of the event was the timing of it. The event was to occur the 

weekend of April 1st, which was after the PAX event and well into D-term. Since much of the 

time leading up to PAX was spent planning for and preparing for the booth, the time afterwards 

was planned to be used for logging our experiences in the form of our IQP paper. A combination 

of being burnt out from PAX weekend and having to focus our time on the rest of the project 

forced us to put this idea on the backburner and ultimately forget about it. 

6.3.4.3 K-12 Outreach 

 Marketing pitched this idea to us on reaching out to young unrepresented groups of 

students in the local Worcester community. We would host a small workshop and game jam and 

then give them an opportunity to go to PAX East. We met with Suzanne Sontgerath, the Director 

of Pre-Collegiate Outreach, and discussed what we had in mind as well as what steps we would 

have to take in order for things to happen. In our meeting, she laid out logistics to consider for 

hosting the workshop and game jam. We also had to consider purchasing more passes and 

renting a bus to and from PAX East. This also required a chaperone as well as a member from 

the IQP team to assist with leading the student group around PAX. We realized very quickly that 
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this project subset was extremely out of scope and would spread out our resources too thin. The 

team would have liked to see this happen but think it should be done as a separate project. 

6.3.4.4 Paying People to Make Games 

 Since we were planning on giving away cardboard VR, we wanted to bundle the VR with 

some simple VR games created by students at WPI. There was enough money in the budget for 

two games and $100 for each game. However, due to time restrictions and several game jams 

happening already in C-Term, we decided to not go further with the idea. 

6.3.4.5 Art Demo 

 During our early-mid stage booth designs we had planned on setting up a table and 

monitor to use for art demos throughout the course of the event. The initial plan involved 

sending out notifications through Twitter about times that our artist would be displaying his 

work. The idea was for people to be able to keep coming back and seeing a model evolve from 

nothing to a final product by the end of the event. As we started to model our booth and set up 

mock versions of it, we came to the realization that it doesn’t have enough space to allow for this 

without sacrificing much or the comfort of the rest of our booth. In the end, we phased this out to 

allow for an additional game and more floor space. 

6.3.4.6 Collectible Cards 

 This was another idea Marketing had proposed to us and is explained in Section 4.2.1. 

Our design process started February 3rd. We had completed the designs on February 23rd and 

Marketing was unable to print them out for us on time at that date. We recommend starting this 

process two to three weeks earlier on and giving Marketing several more weeks in advance to 

proof the designs and print them out. 
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Table 4.1: Trading Card Timeline 

Date Milestone 

2/3/2017 Initial concept design for trading cards presented by Erik. Ralph Sutter provides 
artistic direction on the design template. 

2/3/2017 We begin collecting images for the front and back of trading cards via e-mails 
and student/faculty portfolios. 

2/10/2017 Kelly spearheads a redesign of the trading card template. The final design is 
finished. 

2/14/2017 E-mails are sent out looking for a last call for images for the trading cards. 

2/15/2017 The Marketing submission deadline passes. We remain vigilant in trying to 
complete the cards. 

2/19/2017 We begin assembling the final trading cards. 

2/23/2017 Trading cards are completed and submitted to Marketing. 

2/24/2017 We are informed that completing the cards at this point is no longer feasible. 
 

6.3.4.7 Gompei 

What started as a joke idea turned into a serious consideration for a short period of our 

design process. There were a couple variations of the idea each of which had some problems in 

implementation. One was that we would have somebody in the Gompei mascot costume be at 

our booth to take pictures with people and draw people to the booth. This became infeasible 

when we considered the overall temperature of the event and the amount of time any one person 

would have to stay at the booth wearing the costume. The next iteration of the idea involved 

having a large plush Gompei to take pictures with, however pricing concerns and finding a place 

to put it in the already full booth became an issue. Finally, using a small plush was ruled out 

because there were concerns about people stealing it and it wouldn’t be able to draw people to 
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the booth without being on display somehow. We were able to scale this down to scope by using 

Gompei as our design logo. 

6.4 BUDGET ANALYSIS 

Table 4.2: Initial Budget 

Important/Must Have Would Really Like Optional 

# Item Desc 
Cost Per 

Item 
Item Total 

Booth Materials 

1 10x20 Booth  3,500.00 3,500.00 

4 Table Rental Camelot Rentals 0.00 67.42 

? Chairs  ? 0.00 

4 Tablecloth Rental Chartwells 4.00 16.00 

? Banner  ? 0.00 

1 Big Screen TV Rental 

Main display, 43" VIZIO from Rent-

A-Center 18.00 18.00 

1 TV Stand 40.5" - 60" Height 86.00  

2 Extension Cables 

Kelly owns 2, Matt & Erik have a 

bunch 0.00 0.00 

3 Power Strips 

Kelly owns 3, Matt & Erik have a 

bunch 0.00 0.00 

1 1000W Box  120.00 120.00 

1 Small Trash Bin Kelly owns 1 0.00 0.00 
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Badges 

5 Exhibitor Badges Comes w/ booth 0.00 0.00 

2 Exhibitor Badges For volunteers setting up 125.00 250.00 

5 3 Day Passes For volunteers 100.00 500.00 

Ads 

1 Full-page Ad Official Program 2,250.00 2,250.00 

1 100k Impressions Web banners displayed on PAX Site 500.00 500.00 

Promotional Materials 

25 T-Shirts 

For exhibitors & giveaways, from 

alliedshirts  166.74 

300 Buttons 

1.25" round from justbuttons w/ 3 

different designs  84.00 

? Printing Flyers, pamphlets, postcards  0.00 

4 Printing Paper tents for games  0.00 

0 

Medium sized gompei 

plush Giveaways 19.98  

10 Custom Cardboard VR Giveaways, from DODOVR 8.95 89.50 

Misc. 

2 12' Truck Rental 2 seater, 1 day & 85mi 140.00 280.00 

2 Bottled Water 

16.9oz/40pack Poland Spring @ 

Sam's Club 5.00 10.00 

1 Vacuum For cleaning up booth carpet 0.00 0.00 

2 Hand sanitizer  1.00 2.00 
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2 Lotion To combat hand sanitizer dryness 1.00 2.00 

3 Antibacterial Wipes Wipe down equipment 1.00 3.00 

4 Headphones/Earbuds Per suggestion of a past volunteer 6.00 24.00 

? Candy   25.00 

? Snacks   25.00 

   
Budget 8,000.00 

   
Remaining 92.34 
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Table 4.3: Final Budget 

Key: 

❖ Important/Must Have 

❖ Would Really Like 

❖ Optional 

 

BOUGH

T 
# Item Desc 

Cost Per 

Item 
Item Total 

 

Booth Materials 

yes 1 10x20 Booth  3,500.00 3,500.00 

yes 6 6ft Extension Cables 

Purchased from Walmart. Just 

in case 1.37 8.22 

yes 1 1000W Box  161.00 161.00 

yes 1 Wastebasket Purchased from Walmart 9.97 9.97 

yes 2 Hex Keys 

For assembling the backdrop. 

From Walmart 5.97 11.94 

 

Badges 

yes 5 Exhibitor Badges Comes w/ booth 0.00 0.00 

yes 15 Exhibitor Badges For volunteers setting up 125.00 1,875.00 

 

Promotional Materials 
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yes 64 T-Shirts 

For exhibitors & giveaways, 

from alliedshirts.com 6.47 479.96 

yes 1 T-Shirt Design Dillon did our lovely art 50.00 50.00 

yes 600 Buttons 

1.25" round from 

justbuttons.com w/ 3 different 

designs  138.00 

 200 Literature From Admissions 0.00 0.00 

yes 25 Custom Cardboard VR From DODOVR 8.95 223.75 

 

Misc. 

yes 1 Bottled Water 

3x24pack from Family Dollar; 

1x32pack from Walmart 12.83 12.83 

yes 1 Vacuum 

For cleaning up booth carpet. 

No plugs required! Walmart 28.48 28.48 

yes 4 Hand sanitizer 

8floz size for each station. 

From Family Dollar 2.00 8.00 

yes 2 Lotion 

To combat hand sanitizer 

dryness. From Family Dollar 3.25 6.50 

yes 1 Paper towels From Family Dollar 1.50 1.50 

yes 3 Antibacterial Wipes 

75ct. Use to wipe down 

equipment. From Family 

Dollar 3.75 11.25 

yes 2 Trash bags 8ct each. From Family Dollar 1.00 2.00 

 1 Rainy Day Fund Just in case bad things happen 450.00 450.00 
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  Student Parking 20/day per car  200.00 

yes 5 Headphones/Earbuds 

Per suggestion of a past 

volunteer 13.69 68.45 

yes 3 Headphone ext cable Headphone cables too short 6.49 19.47 

yes 1 Candy 

1 bag of Hichew, 1 bag of 

300pc Dumdums. From 

Walmart 14.26 14.26 

yes 1 Snacks 

3 boxes of granola, 1 box of 

savory snacks. From Walmart 21.92 21.92 

 
   

Budget 8,000.00 

    
Remaining 697.50 

 

6.4.1 Previous Budgets 

 In 2015, the PAX team had a budget of $10,000 to work with. $2,000 of the $10,000 was 

from Marketing as part of a school-wide initiative to promote WPI. (Porell, Taylor 38) In 2016, 

the PAX team had $8,000 to work with.  

 Both teams in previous years were responsible for renting booth equipment and 

delivering it over to the venue. Equipment included wide-screen monitors, tables, chairs, and 

tablecloths. The equipment cost the last year’s team around $68 and the year before around $90. 

Both teams also had access to a truck, something this year’s team didn’t have. As a result, we 

had to consider putting money aside to rent a truck and find someone to drive it. Once Marketing 

became involved we no longer needed to rent a truck. 

 Our team saw that the budget cut in between 2015 and 2016 affected the final 

presentation of the booth. This year’s budget original was $8,000. Due to Marketing’s 
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involvement, they had spent an additional $5,937 on this project this year (see Table 4.4). 

Totaling the overall budget to roughly $14,000. Even with the additional funds, we looked over 

the past results, and decided to make some change to the original $8,000 to make better use of 

the budget.  

6.4.2 Changes to the Budget 

6.4.2.1 Advertising 

 Advertising was the second most expensive item in the budget, the first being the booth 

itself. When filling out the Exhibitor Application, PAX gives you many advertising options. 

Traditionally, the PAX IQP team purchases a full page ad in the PAX East booklet. These 

booklets contain maps of the venue and information about the ongoing events happening 

throughout the expo. They are handed out to every PAX East attendee when they enter the 

venue. Last year, the cost was $2,100. This year the price has increased to $2,250. We had also 

considered adding digital advertising. This would have given us 100,000 impressions on the 

PAX website for $900. 

 There were a couple of reasons why we wanted advertising space. One was to increase 

our presence. By having an ad, we were able to have some people recognize that we’re a school 

with a game development program. Another was because competitor colleges were also doing it. 

Our reasoning behind not purchasing ad space for the booklet this year was that attendees 

usually do not flip through all the contents. Booklets are usually abandoned or thrown away at 

the venue. With the advent of digital guidebooks, attendees were more likely to utilize their 

smartphones to get information that was also on the booklets. There was an option to purchase ad 

space on the mobile application, but the price was $2,000 for an undetermined amount of 

impressions. The digital advertising spot was at first convincing. It was the cheapest out of all the 
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options we had, and people often visit the PAX East website for purchasing tickets and learning 

more about PAX. However, we also had the consider the fact that our ad will be one in the 

hundreds of thousands of ads in the pool. The amount of time and the amount of pages that the 

average person will be spending on the website is also low. (SimilarWeb) As a prospective 

student attending PAX East, the chances of hitting a WPI ad is extremely unlikely. As such, we 

decided against the decision. We decided that these options would likely give us a low return on 

investment, and instead should focus on social media marketing as well as building a better 

booth. 

  

Engagement data on the PAX East website from SimilarWeb.  

 

 

Figure 4.14: The bounce rate for PAX East’s website, the rate at which users leave the website 

after one-page visit, is almost half of all people visiting. In comparison with other websites, this 

is considered an average rate. (Peyton) 

https://paperpile.com/c/vouLUU/6Tqn
https://paperpile.com/c/vouLUU/6Tqn
https://paperpile.com/c/vouLUU/6Tqn
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6.4.2.2 Giveaway Items 

In previous years, the two giveaway items the booth gave out have been t-shirts and 

buttons. Last year’s budget was pretty tight, and sought alternative methods producing the items. 

They had a connection with a t-shirt maker, and was able to get 25 shirts at a discounted price of 

$187. Last year’s group also had access to a manual button maker which allowed them to make 

1000 buttons for $100.  

We initially used the t-shirt count from last year’s budget and the button count from 

2015’s. After doing that, we looked at around ten different online t-shirt and button vendors and 

compiled a table of quotes. During this process, Jess Taylor who was on the 2015 PAX IQP 

Team reached out and provided us a link that gave us a 50% off and free shipping discount on 

Allied Shirts. With this discount, Allied Shirts ended up being the best price per shirt and the 

most reliable service that we found. In addition, this discount will never expire so it can be useful 

for future teams. For buttons, we found that JustButtons had the best price per button and had 

free shipping if we ordered them a month in advance. For pricing of other vendors, see Appendix 

M. 

Once we removed ads from our budget, we had enough money to add another item to 

giveaway. We wanted to give away something that would be relevant to IMGD. As such, we 

took the risk and looked into custom cardboard VR vendors. DODOVR ended up providing the 

best price per unit out of the reliable vendors. After speaking with them over email, they were 

kind enough to even send free sample units for the team to try out. This helped the team and 

Marketing have an idea of the item we wanted to give away and what the design should be. In 

the end, our quote for 25 cardboard VRs was $223.75. In retrospect, this was not worth the 

investment. When attendees selected prizes for completing trivia, they often preferred the t-shirt 
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over the cardboard VR. In combination with hard to answer trivia, we ended up giving away less 

than half of what we ordered. With the leftover amount, they would be better off given away 

within IMGD or during prospective student events such as Open House or Closer Look. This 

money would be better off spent on items people would be comfortable and more used to using. 

 

Figure 4.15: Price per Unit for custom cardboard VR from DODOVR 

6.4.2.3 Exhibitor Badges 

 In previous PAX teams, a combination of Exhibitor’s and Three-Day badges were 

purchased for volunteers. This year, PAX discontinued selling Three-Day badges and as such, 

we had to change all of our Three-Day badges into Exhibitor’s badges, resulting in an 

approximate $300 increase from last year’s budget on badges. Despite the increase, it was very 

useful for us and all of our volunteers to be able to enter the expo hall without having to wait in 

lines.  

6.4.3 Marketing Involvement 

 With Marketing much more financially involved this year, we were lucky to have certain 

contents cut from the budget. Such contents included renting booth equipment, and the shipping 
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and handling of the equipment to the booth. This allowed us to be more liberal with what we 

were able to purchase in addition to the items listed in previous budgets, resulting in items that 

enhanced the booth experience. The following table are the items that Marketing purchased for 

the booth: 

Table 4.4: Items purchased by Marketing  

Quantity Name Description Cost each 

2 4’ Table Rented from venue’s furniture 
services (Freeman) 

$133.90 

2 27” LCD Monitor Rented from venue’s AV services $175 

2 40” LCD Monitor Rented from venue’s AV services $375 

1 Backdrop Frame 8’ H x 20’ W x 2’ D w/ monitor 
stands. 

$5,120 

1 Backdrop Graphic Printed on fabric. Interchangeable. 

 

It is important to note that the last two items listed are a property of Marketing’s and that 

the frame will also be used for other events. They are currently stored in the Marketing office in 

the third floor of Boynton Hall.  

6.5 SELECTING PROJECTS 

6.5.1 What Makes a Good PAX Demo? 

 A good PAX demo will be one in which the player can get a good feel for the experience 

in a reasonably short (5-10 minute) amount of time. For that reason, roguelikes or other games 

that require a large time investment to get a true feel for the game should not be selected. You 

will also want games that are eye-catching. Games with flashy or moving title screens or pretty 

graphics tend to grab people’s attention and make them want to check out the booth will help 
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draw people in and get them to play. A way to restart the game without going to the desktop is 

also very important for this reason. Showing the Windows Desktop is very unprofessional and 

has potential to deter people from playing the game. In addition, VR games tend to attract a lot of 

people, however you must consider how much space the game will take before you allow it in. 

You will probably have very little room available to you once all tables are set up, so be careful 

with how much space you allot for any VR experience you will be showing. Finally, the game 

cannot depict the school in a bad light. As a rule, if the game contains anything that the school 

wouldn’t want to be associated with, it shouldn’t be shown in the booth, as the primary purpose 

of the booth is to provide people with a look at our IMGD program. To summarize, the best 

games to show would be ones that are easy to get into in a short amount of time, are eye-

catching, do not take up too much room, and are something the school would be proud to show 

off. 

6.5.2 What Should You Expect from Developers? 

 Your developers should be able to provide you with reasonable proof that their game will 

be in a playable state by PAX several weeks before the actual event. They should also be able to 

be available at some point before the event to train everyone to demonstrate their game. A final 

copy of each team’s game should be presented to the IQP team a week before PAX in order to 

make sure that the developers are done on time. During the event, you should expect your 

developers to work at least one two-hour shift in the booth at some point over the course of the 

weekend. Depending on the team sizes for each game, this might end up over or understaffing 

the booth. As such, be prepared to make cuts if there’s too many people willing to volunteer. If 

there’s not enough, do not overwork the volunteers. Seek out other people if needed. Lesser 
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shifts often result in happier volunteers, which reflects well onto attendees when they see them at 

the booth.  

During a volunteer’s shift, they will demonstrate games and answer questions about the 

school from people who stop by. Any developers with special equipment to set up should be 

available to help with the setup and breakdown of their game at the start and end of the 

convention. These developers should also make sure they have a way to transport said equipment 

to the event. Other than that, it would be useful to have some developers help break down the 

booth after the convention is done, however too many people would start to get in the way so 

finding a way to balance that will be important. 

This year, the average team size for the games shown at our booth was around four to 

five people. Our booth had 20 volunteers, where each volunteer worked a two-hour shift 

throughout the whole weekend. Some volunteers were willing to stay and help out more than 

they were expected to, which helped during the busier hours of PAX. From this, we recommend 

spreading the shifts for each volunteer out as broadly as possible, as well as staffing a few more 

volunteers on busier days like Saturday.  
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Table 4.5: WPI PAX East Booth’s Volunteer Shift Schedule 

PAX Team included the IQP team and advisors.  

At least two people had to be at the booth at all times, one of which had to be a member of the 

IQP team. 

 

Thurs

day  Friday  Saturday  Sunday  

9:00AM/ 

Setup: 

PAX 

Team 

Bounce (1 

Person) 

PAX 

Team Mitchell 

PAX 

Team Klew PAX Team Jiawei 

 

Arin (1 

Person

) 

Velum (1 

Person)  Matt T  Izzie  David 

10:00 AM   Kelly Tom Matt S Marco Erik David 

to 11         

11:00 AM   Kelly Tom Matt S Izzie Erik Stanley 

to 12   Ralph  Ralph    

12:00 PM   Erik Connor M. Erik Izzie Matt S Stanley 

to 1   Ralph  Ralph    

1:00 PM   Erik Connor M. Erik Connor T Matt S Jiawei 

to 2     Dean  Dean  

2:00 PM   Matt S Mitchell Matt S Connor T Kelly Jiawei 

to 3   Farley  Dean  Dean  

3:00 PM   Matt S Mitchell Matt S Klew Kelly John 

to 4   Farley  Gutierrez    
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4:00 PM   Kelly Matt T Kelly Klew Erik John 

to 5     Gutierrez  Kesselman  

5:00 PM   Kelly Matt T Kelly Marco Erik David 

to 6       Kesselman  

Breakdown:   

Same as 

Setup  

Same as 

Setup  PAX Team Jiawei 

       David Stanley 

6.6 PREPARING YOUR VOLUNTEERS 

 Volunteers to work in the booth should be trained in a few things. For starters, they 

should know about registering for the school and have some basic knowledge of how the school 

operates. For most people that go here that won’t be too much of a problem. Volunteers should 

also know about the summer and graduate programs, as many people that visit the booth are 

either high school students that will want a look at the school before deciding to come here or 

people who are interested in being grad students. A mistake we made was not preparing for the 

last two points. We recommend getting information from Admissions early and having a meeting 

with your volunteers to train them in answering these questions. They will inform you of 

important meetings that your volunteers can sit in on to educate them on important information 

for prospective students. 

Additionally, all volunteers should know how to demo each of the other games being 

shown in the booth. There will not be a representative from each team in the booth at any one 

time so knowing how to start, restart, and answer questions on each demo is essential. Training 

this will require volunteers to bring early builds of their games to a meeting and explain how it 

works as well as give some interesting facts about their game or its development that other 
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volunteers can share with players. This part is important to share with any professors that will be 

working in your booth as well. Whether it is through emailing notes to them or having them 

physically present for this meeting, all professors should know how each game functions. 

6.7 PRE-PAX CHECKLIST 

6.7.1 Planning 

6.7.1.1 PAX Exhibitor’s Guidebook 

Approximately a month after the deadline date to register for a booth, you will receive a 

set of documents from a PAX East representative. These documents detail rules, logistics, and 

resources available for exhibitors. It is important to read through them so that you are equipped 

with the knowledge to then distribute to the respective groups you are working with (advisors, 

Marketing, volunteer team).  The following are the categories of resources available to you by 

the exhibition hall: 

● General Exhibitor’s Information 

● Labor Services 

● Payment Information 

● Facility Services 

● Shipping & Material Handling 

● Furnishings & Carpet Services 

● Exhibits & Event Graphics Services 
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Figure 4.16: Freemanco.com: Services available to PAX East Exhibitors 

 

One of the limited time offers we were given by expo services was the following: 

 

“Each 100 sqft of exhibitor space (for booths up to 300 sq ft only) will include 8' high black back drape, 3' high 

black side drape, (1) 6' black draped table, (2) Limerick chairs, (1) wastebasket, (1) 7" x 44" one-line identification 

sign and 9' x 10' black booth carpet at NO CHARGE provided by PAX, if ordered by Tuesday, February 14, 2017. 

Please see Booth Package Order form.” 

 

We had to notify Marketing on this as soon as we got this information, since they were helping 

us with renting some of the equipment. We wanted to make sure we didn’t rent any additional 

equipment that we didn’t need and that they had the appropriate forms to make the rentals 

possible. We also needed to make sure which parties were responsible for what equipment so 

that there wouldn’t be any confusion on the week of PAX East.  
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In an email we sent to Marketing early February, we listed out the following: 

The IQP team will be planning on bringing the following equipment: 

● 4 Lab PCs 

● Additional peripherals for the PC (headphones) 

● Trunk containing food, hand sanitizers, and water 

● Giveaway items (T-Shirts & Buttons & Cardboard VR) 

● Power Strips & Ext. Cables 

● WPI Banner 

● Tablecloth 

From Marketing, we are expecting the following will be brought to PAX: 

● Two 3' x 3' tables 

● Two chairs (if we don't get the ones provided by PAX for free) 

● Two 40" monitors for the popup booth 

● Two 27" monitors for each of the 3x3 tables 

● Popup Booth & Backdrop Display 

● Collectable Cards  

6.7.1.2 Administrator Role 

 Allison Darling is current IMGD admin and for this project she is the liaison between us 

and our PAX contact. She is responsible for sending out the PAX Exhibitor’s Application (See 

Appendix N for this year’s form), sending in the order form for passes, and asking our PAX 

contact questions we have. Other responsibilities include ordering items online with the 
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department card, and reimbursing us after sending her receipts. She also is in possession of the 

IMGD trunk in her office space (Fuller B24). 

6.7.1.3 Computers 

 If you are planning on using the desktops from the IMGD lab for PAX, which we highly 

recommend because they are powerful machines, it is imperative that you inform the IMGD 

department and IT Services at least one week before the event. To borrow the computers in the 

first place, you need to send an e-mail to the head of the IMGD department with a formal request 

containing the number of computers needed, how long you’ll need them, and what peripherals 

you would be taking in addition. A lot of this went smoothly for us, but this is only because PAX 

was during Spring Break. There may be slightly more hassle in doing this further down the line. 

Another important thing to note is that WPI Lab computers require a network login in 

order to be able to access any of the content on the machine. We unfortunately did not realize 

this until Wednesday night and had to scramble in order to find a solution. Fortunately for us, our 

friend Tom Collins in IT was able to work with us on Thursday to create local accounts on the 

machines so they could be used at PAX. The only downside to this is that we had to bring in the 

machines, set them up, and download the games all on Friday morning, which rendered us 

unpresentable when the expo hall opened to the press at 9 AM. We cannot stress enough how 

important it is to be prepared for the press opening, as the initial view of the press has a strong 

impact on the public image of WPI and the IMGD program. Please, do not forget to contact IT as 

soon as you know how many computers you will need. 

6.7.2 Checklist 

❏ Place order for passes 

❏ Place order for giveaway items 
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❏ Review forms provided by exhibition services 

❏ Place orders for booth equipment/furniture 

❏ Draft volunteer schedule 

❏ Send in request for lab computers 

❏ Prepare computers for offline use 
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7 WEEK OF PAX EAST 

7.1 PLANNING 

During the week of PAX East, the BCEC opens the expo floor for exhibitors to set up 

equipment in their respective booths. In the exhibitor’s guidebook, there will be a color-coded 

map detailing move-in dates for each booth. For the WPI booth, move-in date has been the day 

before PAX East (Thursday). This year, due to ordering passes late, we decided to go a day 

earlier to pick up the passes so we could distribute to volunteers the next day. We also brought 

with us some equipment in case we could drop off a few things while we were there. Fortunately, 

the enforcers were friendly enough to let us in and do just that. On the expo floor, we also had 

people help us with finding dollies to make moving equipment easier.  

  

 

Figure 5.1: Exhibitor’s Move-in Map.  

Circled in red is the WPI booth. 
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It is your job to make sure all equipment in the booth will get to the venue. Equipment 

can either be shipped or driven to the venue, depending on available resources. Our team was 

fortunate enough to have Marketing help us handle shipping and the costs of all the backdrop 

equipment to PAX. If you are planning to drive to PAX with the equipment, determine how 

many trips it will take with the space you have available. Be sure to make sure that you include a 

toolkit in the list of things you need to bring along with you. You will likely need one. 

If you decide to rent equipment from convention services, make sure they have provided 

you with the correct equipment. This year we noticed that we were given a 500W outlet box, 

which is not enough to power all of the computers in our booth. We walked over to the service 

desk to clarify whether or not what we got at the booth matched what we ordered. Turns out we 

never sent in an order form for a larger watt box. In hindsight, we did not explicitly delegate the 

task of sending the electrical box order on the Freeman website. It was likely that the team did 

not follow up with Marketing and Allison to make sure what forms were sent in and what items 

were ordered on those forms. For future reference, the IQP team should first look over the forms, 

fill them out, and send them to Allison if they are ordering out of the IMGD budget. If other 

parties are involved, the IQP team should have a say in what goes on the forms and have a copy 

of them in the case that something goes wrong during PAX. Luckily, we were able to request a 

1000W box at the service desk. The people there were very friendly, charged us the difference of 

what the 1000W box would have costed, and switched the incorrect one out by the time we got 

back to the booth.  

You should also have a finalized schedule of volunteers working the booth during the 

event. This should be confirmed with both student and faculty volunteers and they should be 

provided information on the logistics of the event. We set up a Facebook Messenger group chat 
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for all the student volunteers so they had a way to communicate with other students as well as the 

IQP team. Volunteers utilized this heavily during PAX for switching shifts, and finding where 

certain locations were at the venue. One issue we ran into this year was not being consistent with 

letting faculty volunteers know when and where they will be getting their passes, resulting in the 

IQP team running around during the event trying find people and not attending to the booth. In 

hindsight, faculty volunteers should also be included in the same communication channel as the 

student volunteers so that everyone is getting the same information. 

7.2 CHECKLIST 

❏ All passes in possession 

❏ All passes distributed to appropriate persons 

❏ All equipment must have a way of getting to PAX 

❏ If driving, plan the number of trips & what equipment to bring per trip 

❏ If shipping, plan to ship equipment two weeks in advance. 

❏ If renting, make sure it’s accurate to what you ordered. 

❏ Purchase miscellaneous items that you will need at PAX 

❏ Keep all receipts if you are purchasing budget items 

❏ Centralize communication with volunteers 

❏ Talk to Admissions and Marketing about collateral for the booth. 
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8 DURING PAX EAST 

8.1 PASSES 

 For the event, we had initially planned to use the 5 exhibitor passes that come from the 

booth for ourselves and distribute 5 more to the volunteers that would be helping with setup and 

breakdown. We meant to distribute 10 3-day passes to the rest of our volunteers so that they 

could attend the expo for all three days, even though they were only scheduled to volunteer for 

one. This distribution of passes would have cost us $1625. Since it wasn’t necessary for all of 

our volunteers to have exhibitor passes, we figured this would be better for our budget. 

 The week before PAX, however, Allison Darling was informed by her contact that 3-day 

passes no longer existed and that we would have to convert these all into Exhibitor Passes or 1-

day Passes. This added another $250 to what we paid for passes, but we figured that the added 

flexibility of Exhibitor Passes when compared to 1-day passes was worth the additional cost. We 

were able to obtain the passes on the Wednesday before the event. 

 The main issue we ran into with passes was distributing them to our volunteers. A 

majority of the passes were given to delegates from each of the team to distribute among their 

teammates. However, there were some groups that we could not get in touch with between when 

we got the passes on Wednesday, and when the convention started on Friday. As a result, during 

the event, we had to have people run back and forth between the entrance and the booth to hand 

passes to volunteers so that they could work their shifts. This proved to be especially inefficient 

when some of the Professors that were supposed to volunteer for the booth had to wait close to 2 

hours to get into the convention. 
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 In future years, we recommend using a system similar to what we tried to achieve by 

giving members of each game team passes to hand out to their colleagues. The main change 

we’d make is to either give the professors the passes beforehand or to at the bare minimum, 

ensure that they know exactly how they can obtain their passes on the day of the expo. 

8.2 BUILDING THE BOOTH  

 Our team began setting up the booth around 10AM on Thursday, the day before PAX 

East opens to the public. We stopped setting up around 5PM. The PAX Team should be there to 

set up. Of the games that were accepted, we expected at least one person from each team to also 

help set up. It was intended that teams would use this day to set up any additional equipment that 

their game needed and have a build of the game ready to put on the computers. However, we ran 

into complications with people being able to make it to set up. Of the PAX IQP Team, two of the 

three were bringing over the remaining equipment from WPI to PAX, and one led the set up. Of 

the student volunteers, only one person from ARIN showed up with their game’s VR equipment. 

They also helped out with setting up the booth since there were only two people there to set up. 

This was mostly due to the fact that we were not very strict in enforcing the responsibilities we 

laid out for our volunteers. We had asked each team to provide at least one member of their team 

to assist in setup, however the other three teams had all said that all of their members had prior 

engagements and could not assist. In the future, it is extremely important to have at least three 

people there to make the building process of setup faster. Ensure that you let your volunteers 

know well in advance that they will have to commit to this and be sure to enforce it. This could 

be done by having them agree to a clause when they are submitting their game and/or by 

assigning a setup team several weeks in advance so people are able to make changes to their 

schedule. 
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Since we shipped a few boxes over and had brought in the larger equipment on 

Wednesday, the time it took to have all the equipment at the booth was significantly less. We 

started with looking at what was delivered to us and keeping track of what equipment came from 

what box. This is so that we could reuse the boxes and put the equipment in the right place when 

we had to break down the booth.  

After that, we started to put together the backdrop display and monitor stands. The 

display part of the backdrop was mostly easy to get setup since it used a push & pull mechanism 

to expand. Once expanded, we attached the fabric graphic over the display. They are held 

together with Velcro strips, and we highly recommend using heavy duty gloves. The strips have 

the capacity to scratch your skin.  

The monitor displays were slightly harder to get setup since the provided instructions 

were not clear on which parts went where. Parts were also not physically labeled and we spent a 

lot of time making sure each one matched what was displayed on the manual. The monitor stands 

also included reinforcing feet that attached to the backdrop display, something we did not realize 

until after already putting together the backdrop display. As a result, we had to take it down, 

attach the feet, and then put it back together again. Once that was done, we started to build the 

stand. Make sure the connections between each part are tight so that components do not slide 

when the monitor is hooked onto the stand. We highly advise for the team next year to run a 

practice build on this part of the backdrop so that you know which parts need to go where while 

on the show floor. 

After the entire backdrop compartment was set up, we began to rearrange the tables. 

Since exhibitor services did not have the exact dimensions of tables shown in the final booth 

design, we had to improvise with placement. We ended up arranging them in an outwards “U” 
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shape so that there would still be space for people to play on the standing area games. (See 

Appendix K) This layout worked since the first thing people would come up to would be the 

general information table and had the option to branch to the different games we had available. 

Once the larger components were in place, we started to add the literature and the 

monitors to the tables. We also started to put the extra equipment and giveaway items underneath 

the tables and out of sight of what the attendees would see. It is extremely important to play the 

role of an attendee and stand in all the possible places that an attendee would be in so you make 

sure you are able to hide all the things that they shouldn’t be noticing. With the “U” layout, 

attendees could still see what was behind the tables, so we had to make sure those things were 

out of sight. The boxes that the stands came in were too large to hide so they were brought to the 

hotel room that Erik and Matt were staying in.  

Due to the lack of volunteers helping out with setup as well as the computer issues, our 

setup phase bled into the morning of PAX East. The PAX team did not have builds from all the 

teams demo-ing their game, which led to us not having any games showing when the expo 

opened. Some volunteers were late due to being stuck in traffic, even when commuting to the 

venue locally. Despite the fact that the expo hall opened to attendees at 10am, there were press 

already on the floor starting at 9am. This allows journalists to review games and interview 

developers before lines start to develop. Not getting our games set up by that time hurt our 

chances of getting publicity from that particular group of people. 

8.3 BREAKING DOWN THE BOOTH 

 We began breaking down the booth immediately at 6 PM on Sunday, when the 

convention was over and we were done by about 8:30 PM. We had the help of five of our 

volunteers in this process, and as a result, things were broken down very quickly. The backdrop 
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was the hardest piece to break down and, as a result, took up most of the breakdown time. In 

order to make this more organized and efficient in the future, we recommend knowing exactly 

how the breakdown should go, and compiling a list of detailed tasks to share with the volunteers. 

There were often times that people were asking how they could help and we were unable to tell 

them what to do, because we were not entirely sure ourselves. 

 We shipped the backdrop back to marketing using Freeman’s shipping services. During 

the event, marketing had informed us that we would need to fill out paperwork regarding the 

shipment of the materials, but they did not give us any specifics on things like how many boxes 

we needed, or whether or not we should order a pallette. Ultimately, the decision was made to 

stack the 4 remaining backdrop boxes on top of a pallette and hope that everything would turn 

out fine, which it did. Marketing received the boxes within the next week.  

 The only other items of note during breakdown were the monitors. Since we had rented 

them all from Reaction AV, who was in charge of all things technology for the expo, we spent 

some time trying to figure out how to get everything back to them. After running to their station 

and discussing it with them, we were able to determine that the monitors were none of our 

concern and that we did not need to be there when they were returned. As a result, the monitors 

remained at the booth when we left the Expo Hall. If you rent monitors in the future, you should 

double check that this is proper procedure, just in case they change their protocol for any reason. 

 All booth items not detailed in this section, such as the giveaway items and computers, 

were brought back to WPI in Erik’s car. 
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9 AFTER PAX EAST 

9.1 FOLLOWING UP WITH SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION 

 During PAX East, expect attendees to come to you with partnership offers or other 

business related opportunities with the Institution. You will also get prospective students giving 

you their information so that the school can follow up with them. This is usually an indication 

that they are very interested in WPI. It is your responsibility to bridge the connection between 

these individuals with the appropriate people at WPI. This is also a metric for the booth’s success 

for school administration, as it can determine future budgets for the project.  

For information about prospective students, you will have to hand off information to 

Marketing at the 3rd floor of Boynton. They will go through it first and hand it off to 

Admissions. For business and partnership offers, you will be handing them off to David 

Ortendahl of the Career Development Center, who works closely with IMGD. If you get business 

cards, remember the purpose of what the person wanted from WPI so David has a better sense of 

how to follow up.  

For any items you need to get reimbursed for, make sure to send in receipts to Allison in 

order for her to give you your money back. This should be done as soon as possible since 

receipts can easily get lost if not placed in a safe location. If you lose the receipt, then you will 

not get reimbursed. 
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10 CONCLUSION 

10.1 POST MORTEM 

10.1.1 Metrics of Success 

 Some metrics we have used to determine the success of our booth and how it did in terms 

of achieving the goals we had set out in B Term were the following: 

 

● Number of prospective student forms received 

● Number of business cards received while at the booth 

● Number of alumni stopping by the booth 

● Number of vocal compliments received by attendees  

○ On the showcased games 

○ On the booth display  

 

To reiterate the goals we had in mind we wanted to: 

1) Raise awareness of WPI’s IMGD Program 

2) Attract students to WPI’s IMGD Program 

3) Attract potential employers and create networking opportunities 

4) Establishing and maintaining relationships with WPI alumni 

 

 We were given ten copies of forms from Marketing for prospective students to fill out at 

the event. However, by the end of Saturday, we were left with 1 copy left. Our team made nine 

soft copies of the last hard copy so we still had some for Sunday. By the end of PAX East, we 
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had fifteen prospective students fill out our form and have it left with us. The other five copies 

were taken. This told us how well the booth and the volunteers were able to market WPI and the 

IMGD program to prospective students, relating to our first and second goal. 

 Several representatives from different companies stopped by showing interest in the 

games at our booth. The most popular one was ARIN, getting attention from an executive 

product marketing director from HTC and a representative from Qualcomm. A company called 

IliumVR wanted to set up partnerships with Universities on using their custom VR hardware. 

WPI alumni Mary Yovina stopped by to encourage students to apply to the Boston Festival of 

Indie Games. Other people were interested in partnering with WPI for a potential VR event at 

Worcester State University. While we did not get a business card, we were also approached by a 

representative from Jackbox Games, who were interested in hiring interns to work on their 

games. Having a number of people approach us with such opportunities has conveyed to us that 

we are also hitting our third goal of attracting potential employers. 

Throughout the weekend, we had a number of currently attending students and alumni 

come by the WPI booth. Most of the time, they were excited to see our presence at the large 

gaming event. They were also excited to see Gompei on our giveaway items. Some didn’t even 

know we had a game design program until they saw our booth, hitting the first goal again. 

Alumni of varying age groups came by to say hello and tell us they went here. Older alumni 

came by with their children who are interested in games often asked about the IMGD program. 

Some alumni who have been consistently going to PAX East have also commented on how our 

booth was the best one thus far. 
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Other positive comments from attendees at PAX have been mostly on the games being 

showcased. The most common word used for all the games were “cool”, “interesting”, and 

various derivations of those words.  

 

Things we often heard besides the ones above were: 

 

Table 8.1: Game Commentary from PAX Attendants 

ARIN Velum 

● Eerie 

● Short 

● “This is my first time being in VR” 

● Challenging 

● I like the puzzles 

● Nice aesthetics 

● “How do I restart the game” 

Bounce.wav Summon Me Something 

● I like the music 

● Challenging 

● Addictive 

● How do I restart/advance to next level 

● Cute 
● Puzzling 
● I got competitive 
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Figure 8.1: PAX East attendees playing showcased games. See Appendix K for more. 

10.1.2 What Went Right 

 Through the work of our group, the Marketing department’s financial support and design 

ideas, as the wonderful projects submitted by the WPI students that we displayed, our booth 

turned out to be a huge success.  

 The booth gained a lot of attention throughout the convention and nearly always had 

people playing some of the games. The addition of a VR game proved to be a good decision as 

people were always interested in trying out virtual reality experiences. Due to its long play time, 

anyone accompanying the player would have plenty of time to explore other games in the booth 

or learn more about the school, all of which were good for the success of our IQP.  

 The layout of our booth seemed to be successful as well, allowing people to form lines at 

each of the games, while still being able to see the other games in the booth due to the high TV 

screens on either end and the proximity of the lower monitors. The booth had a very organized 

feel, and with the information table being placed at the center, visitors to the booth always 

intuitively knew where to go to learn about the school or any of the games presented. The 

presence of the center two games towards the front of the booth and the height of the screens for 

the outer two games was excellent for displaying the games to passersby, while the excellent and 

enticing visuals from the games did an excellent job of drawing people into the booth. 
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 Finally, the new button design went over very well. By the end of the event we had run 

out of our (notably plentiful) supply of buttons. Alumni often commented on how they enjoyed 

the stylization of Gompei we used for it and thought it represented the major well.  

 Overall, the general consensus was that our booth seemed very professional and had 

some very enjoyable games to play.  

10.1.3 What Went Wrong 

 Despite its success, our booth and project as a whole did have several problems that went 

wrong behind the scenes. One of the most notable was a problem we had getting computers for 

the event. It slipped our mind that the computers from the IMGD lab needed to be connected to 

the internet in order to be logged into, and that ended up leading to us having a crisis the day 

before the event while we rushed from Boston to Worcester in an attempt to get temporary 

accounts on the computers before all of the IT people went home. If we had not managed to get 

back in time and if the school did not have very understanding staff, we wouldn’t have had any 

powerful computers to run games on for the convention.  

 Another problem we had that would have had a similar effect was our failure to collect 

the final versions of the volunteers’ games. We found on the first day of the event that we never 

informed the volunteers that they needed to bring the final versions of their games, nor did we 

ever collect them and bring them ourselves, so for the first twenty minutes of the first day we 

only had two functioning games to play. Luckily volunteers that hadn’t arrived yet and one of 

our group members who was at their hotel room for reasons I will talk about next were able to 

get the games and bring them to the event within a reasonable amount of time of it starting. 

 As I hinted at earlier, on the day of the event we found that we were missing the HDMI 

cables we planned to use to connect the PCs and monitors. A couple of our group members had 
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forgotten them in their hotel room and one of them needed to run back to get them. Due to traffic 

around the event this caused us to have our computers set up a reasonable time before the event 

started. 

 The final big problem with our booth is our giveaways. The questions we chose for our 

trivia Twitter posts turned out to be too hard for people to want to answer during the event so we 

rarely had anyone come by the booth with an answer to claim a prize. This resulted in us 

deciding to just give T-shirts away to alumni and prospective students on the last day so we 

wouldn’t bring too many back with us. 

 While these shortcomings did not have too big an impact on the booth all together, many 

of them almost had disastrous consequences that could have completely ruined our project. Most 

of these problems could also have been solved by simply being more prepared and gotten set up 

on the day before the event instead of finishing set up in the hours before the event.  

10.2 ADVICE ON FUTURE SUBMISSIONS 

● Make sure that your volunteers understand the commitment that they are signing 

up for and don’t be afraid to enforce your volunteer responsibilities 

○ We were very hesitant to hold the volunteers to the commitment that they signed 

up for. As a result, many of them reaped the benefits of having an Exhibitor Pass 

without actually doing much for the booth. 

○ Keep in mind that you have the final say as to who is representing the booth at 

PAX East. Make sure that the people you bring are prepared for the commitment 

that they’re signing up for. 
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○ That being said, we had several volunteers that were very thankful for the pass 

and spent a lot of time hanging around the booth and helping out where they 

could. Cherish these volunteers.  

● Make sure to have the final builds from teams ahead of time 

○ Despite being told this, we were unable to accomplish this due to lack of constant 

communication with the volunteers and did not get the builds until the day of 

PAX.  

● If using lab computers, get permission ahead of time and make sure they work 

offline. 

● Order passes several months ahead of time 

○ This should be done as soon as you decide who is showing at the booth. 

○ If not, then set a predefined amount of passes to order and let the volunteers know 

how many from each team can volunteer. 

○ Make sure the volunteers have them before PAX East. 

○ Make sure you are giving the passes to the right volunteers. 

● Make an inventory of things to bring to PAX East 

○ This ensures that you are actively checking off each item and are not forgetting 

about anything. If you remember to bring everything, you will not have to make 

multiple rounds to get the item and wait in traffic. 

● Inventory items already owned by the IMGD Department earlier on 

○ There are usually leftover items in the IMGD trunk that is brought to PAX East 

every year. Originally it was meant for volunteers to put their coats and bags so 

they wouldn’t get stolen. Now it’s used to store things that didn’t get used.  
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○ Our team made the mistake of purchasing items that were already in the trunk, 

leading to excess things like paper towels. As a result, trunk is now at maximum 

capacity and cannot store any additional items. (See Appendix O) 

○ Determine what items in the trunk can still be used for your PAX East and budget 

for materials afterwards. 

● If you are running trivia for giveaways, make sure they’re easy to answer. 

○ Some of our trivia we posted on social media were related to the games that we 

were showing at the booth. Attendees had to either play it or learn more about it 

from the volunteers to be able to answer these questions. This deterred some 

attendees away. They wanted to Google the answer which was not possible with 

the questions we had. As a result, we were left with a large amount of t-shirts and 

cardboard VRs on Sunday. We ended up giving some of them away to 

prospective students and alumni that passed by that day. 

○ WPI students and alumni often were the ones hanging by the booth to wait for the 

next question, wanting a shirt.  

○ Selfie prompts are usually more successful and random people get to post pictures 

of the booth. 

● People like VR games 

○ VR is still a new thing and a lot of people haven’t tried it yet. As a result, they are 

willing to try it out, even if it’s a super short and non-interactive experience like 

ARIN. 

● Living near PAX is very useful 
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○ Book a hotel room or Airbnb if you do not have friends or family nearby. This is 

especially useful if you end up forgetting things. A place to stay nearby can also 

be very useful as a storage space for packing materials. 

○ This probably is an out of budget item so consider the possibility accordingly. 

○ This also reduces the time to get to PAX, although if you travel during rush hour 

(commuting and driving), it will still take as long as a normal drive to Boston 

from Worcester. 

● Cars are also very vital to the success of the booth 

● Make sure volunteers are well equipped with knowledge to talk about the Summer 

programs and the Graduate program. 

○ High school students and post-graduates are another category of people that 

attend PAX East. Our booth got a number of these people looking into what WPI 

offers so be sure to have the information for them. 

○ Luckily, we had pamphlets on both but it is more meaningful to the attendee if we 

are able to talk about and address questions they have about these programs. 

● Attend Closer Look and Open House events 

○ WPI hosts events throughout the year that allow for prospective students and 

parents to learn more about the school and the specific majors at the school. 

○ Our team has attended general information sessions hosted by the Admissions 

office. This helped us with having a better grasp on general statistics about WPI, 

but not IMGD. 
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○ IMGD participates in both Closer Look and Open House. A presentation about 

the major is given by the Department Head. Statistics and figures specific to the 

major are included and could prove to be very useful for the PAX IQP team. 

○ Having practice in talking to prospective students and parents, especially those 

interested in pursuing a career in game development, can help you get a general 

understanding of what they are specifically looking for. 

● Emphasize to student volunteers of events happening after the expo hall closes. 

○ PAX East is another great way to get in touch with developers in the industry at a 

very low cost. After the hall closes on Friday, PAX brings out drinks and hors 

d'oeuvres for exhibitors. This is a great opportunity for students to have time to 

talk to big company developers and network. MassDiGI also runs Made in MA 

where local Boston developers come together to hang out and show games. This 

is another great networking event and students get in for free. 
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11 APPENDICES 
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11.1 APPENDIX A: BOOTH DESIGNS 
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11.2 APPENDIX B: DIGITAL GOMPEI DESIGNS 
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11.3 APPENDIX C: COLLECTIBLE CARDS 
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11.4 APPENDIX D: PAX EAST VOLUNTEER SURVEY FORM 
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11.5 APPENDIX F: PAX EAST GAME SUBMISSION FORM 
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11.6 APPENDIX G: VOLUNTEER TRAINING PRESENTATION 
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11.7 APPENDIX H: TRIVIA QUESTIONS 

1) What does IMGD stand for? 

a) Interactive and media game development 

2) What game was made over the course of a single weekend? 

a) Volley Roger 

3) What is WPI’s motto? 

a) Lehr und Kunst / Theory and Practice in German 

4) The games at our booth are being developed using these two game engines. 

a) Unity & Unreal 

5) What is the name of WPI’s mascot? 

a) Gompei 

6) What game engine developed by a WPI professor was used to prototype Velum? 

a) Perlenspiel 

7) Which game at our booth used facial recognition studies in order to determine the 

player’s emotions during play 

a) Velum 

8) Which game at our booth was a Global Game Jam game? 

a) Volley Roger 

9) Which game at our booth will get published by MassDiGI this year? 

a) Bounce.wav 

10) There’s a cool graphic players get to see when completing a level in Bounce.wav. What 

is it? 

a) A tapedeck 
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11) What is the player playing as in ARIN? 

a) An android 

12) In Volley Roger, what do players have to consume in order to regain health? 

a) Oranges! 

13) In Velum, what animal leads the player around? 

a) Squirrel. 

14) Which game(s) in our booth were developed using Unreal Engine 4? 

a) Arin and Velum 

15) Which game(s) in our booth were developed using Unity 5? 

a) Bounce.wav and Volley Roger 

16) How many people can play Volley Roger at once? 

a) 8 

17) What interesting location can IMGD majors go to complete their Major Qualifying 

Project? 

a) Japan/The Japan Project Center 

18) Name a booth at PAX East that WPI alumni are currently showing off games at. 

a) The Indie Minibooth, Fire Hose Games 

19) Name a WPI alum that will be on a panel this year at PAX East! 

a) Francesca Carletto-Leon, Chris Chung, maybe some more I don't know about. 

b) Ken Gagne 

20) Name a person who’s art is featured on our booth backdrop! 

a) Ralph, Ed, Kelly 

21) What are the two Summer programs pre-college students can enroll in? 
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a) Launch & Frontiers 

22) There’s a neat Summer event at WPI that is open to the public. IMGD shows games 

there! What is the event called? 

a) TouchTomorrow 

23) Approximately how many undergraduates attend WPI? 

a) ~4100 

24) Who is the current director of the IMGD department? 

a) Jennifer deWinter 

25) Who is the current president of WPI? 

a) Laurie Leshin 
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11.8 APPENDIX I: TRIVIA POSTER 
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11.9 APPENDIX J: CHEAT SHEET 
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11.10 APPENDIX K: WPI PAX BOOTH PHOTOS 
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11.11 APPENDIX L: OTHER BOOTH PHOTOS 
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11.12 APPENDIX M: VENDOR COMPARISON CHART 

Count Pricing per item Website Details Total 

1" Round Buttons 

500 0.34 buttonworks  170.00 

500 0.20 bullseyebuttons  100.00 

500 0.24 affordablebuttons 

10 art proof, +17.34 

delivery 147.34 

500 0.21 purebuttons  102.50 

500  wackybuttons +10.40 S&H 100.40 

500 0.11 speedybuttons 

+10 proof, -10 coupon 

code, +14.89 S&H 99.89 

500 0.20 justbuttons 

free shipping if we 

order a month early, 

+10 for every additional 

5 designs 100.00 

300 0.20 justbuttons 

free shipping if we 

order a month early, 

+10 for every additional 

3 designs 75.00 

200 0.20 justbuttons 

free shipping if we 

order a month early, 

+10 for every additional 

2 designs 50.00 

500 0.20 halfpricebuttons +5 S&H 105.00 

1.25" Round Buttons 
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200  justbuttons free S&H 54.00 

300  justbuttons free S&H 84.00 

Unisex T-Shirt 

100 4.73 customink free 2 week delivery 473.00 

50 9.96 customink free 2 week delivery 498.00 

20 13.88 customink free 2 week delivery 277.60 

  adamblockdesign quote pending  

100 9.25 rushordertees  925.00 

100 5.72 

discountmugs, gildan 

soft style adult 

gray, 1-color, w/ full 

front & full back, free 

S&H 672.00 

100 5.11 

discountmugs, gildan 

heavy cotton unisex 

adult 

gray, 1-color, w/ full 

front & full back, free 

S&H 611.00 

100 3.98 

discountmugs, fruit of 

the loom heavy cotton 

gray, 1-color, w/ full 

front & full back, free 

S&H 498.00 

100 3.66 

discountmugs, printed 

delta apparel 

snow heather, front 

only, free S&H 416.00 

20 4.61 

discountmugs, printed 

delta apparel 

snow heather, front 

only, free S&H 142.20 

50 3.89 

discountmugs, printed 

delta apparel 

snow heather, front 

only, free S&H 244.00 
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20 5.02 

discountmugs, fruit of 

the loom heavy cotton 

gray, 1-color, w/ full 

front & full back, free 

S&H 215.00 

20 6.90 alliedshirts Free S&H 161.52 

25 6.67 alliedshirts  166.74 

50 6.06 alliedshirts  303.22 

Bags/Totes 

100 1.31 discountmugs Drawstring Bags 181.00 

Cardboard VR 

10 24.99 imcardboard decal sticker + 35 S&H 284.90 

50 12.50 imcardboard decal sticker + 95 S&H 720.00 

50 8.99 maxbox 

full color, full print 

popup model 449.50 

100 6.90 maxbox 

full color, full print 

popup model 690.00 

10 8.95 dodovr P1 Popup 89.50 

50 8.95 dodovr P1 Popup 447.50 

20 8.95 unofficialvr basic branded 179.00 

50 8.50 unofficialvr basic branded 425.00 

10 2.99 alibaba 

V1, from china, 

potentially sketch but 

very cheap with varying 

quality, shipping time 29.90 
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will be longer and 

maybe more expensive 
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11.13 APPENDIX N: PAX EAST 2017 EXHIBITOR’S APPLICATION FORM 
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11.14 APPENDIX O: INVENTORY OF IMGD TRUNK 

Quantit
y 

Name Description 

5 Headphones One of the five is a fancy pair 

3 Audio extension cables Inside headphone boxes 

2 Ethernet Cables  

5 HDMI Cables  

5 Power Cables  

6 Extension Cables 6ft 

1 Power Cable For PC/Monitor 

4 Hex Key tools 2 have a red handle, 2 are multi-tool 

2 Paper Towel  

½  Pack of water bottles  

2 Large hand sanitizer bottles  

2 Bottles of lotion  

2 Clorox Wipes  

4 Boxes of facial tissues  

1 Pack of Napkins  

5 Small hand sanitizer bottles  

2 Drawstring Bags  

½  Bag of Dumdum Candies  

5 Transparent Picture Stands  

2 Picture Frames  

1 PAX Booklet Left by an attendee 

1 Lanyard Extra from a year or two ago 
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